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DISCLAIMER
THE USER ACCEPTS AND UNDERSTANDS THAT NO WARRANTY IS
EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED BY THE DEVELOPERS OR THE DISTRIBUTORS
ON THE ACCURACY OR THE RELIABILITY OF THESE SOFTWARE
TOOLS. THE USER MUST COMPLETELY UNDERSTAND ALL THE
ASSUMPTIONS MADE AND SHOULD BE ABLE TO INTERPRET THE
RESULTS AND ACCOMMODATE ANY CONDITIONS NOT EXPLICITLY
HANDLED BY THE SOFTWARE TOOLS.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
About the Manual
The main goal of the Wall Cracking Tool developed by TILMAN Engineering Solutions LLC is to
facilitate the structural engineer’s tasks and increase work production in the most practical manner. A great
deal of engineering experience, industry feedback and technical know-how have been utilized for the
development of this program.
This program is integrated with SAP2000® and ETABS® product of Computers and Structures, Inc. using
CSI Application Programming Interface (API). In the current version of the program, the input parameters
can be entered in either Imperial or Metric SI units.

Program Compatibility with Older Versions of CSI Products
Each version of the program is compatible with a specific version of ETABS and SAP2000. Please review
TILMAN website for the latest compatibility information. The program may still work for other versions
but has not been specifically tested for those versions. As a default, the first time the program is run, it will
try to find the executable file for the specific version of ETABS at the default installation path. If the EXE
file is not found, it will ask the user to browse to the installation location or it will inform the user if the
version of ETABS is not compatible with the program. If the user needs to connect to a different version
later, simply use Options > ETABS Settings, and will be prompted to enter the new file path. The program
will remember and keep using this setting of ETABS, until changed. Please contact TILMAN Engineering
Solutions LLC at support@tilmanllc.com if you need any additional information.
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Chapter 2

Installation and Licensing
Installation Instructions
The programs developed by TILMAN Engineering Solutions LLC are available electronically as a full
installation by download from the internet using TILMAN’s website https://tilmanllc.com/products.
Installing these programs does not uninstall any previous versions of the programs. The programs are
compatible with 32-Bit and 64-Bit applications of CSI software, can be installed over 32-Bit and 64-Bit
operating systems and are compatible with recent versions of Windows Operating Systems (Windows 10,
8, 7). Step by step instructions are provided below to download and install the programs:
●

Fill up the evaluation request form and download the installation setup file(s) from the ftp link
displayed on the screen after you click “Send Request”.
https://tilmanllc.com/evaluation-request-form

●

Run the executable EXE setup file.

●

After accepting the licensing terms and conditions, the engineer may either choose the installation
folder or accept the program’s default location. See Figure 2.1 for installation setup form.

●

The installation setup will guide you through the process. The engineer has the option to launch
the program after the installation is successfully completed.

●

To uninstall the programs for any reason, simply go to the program installation directory and run
uninstall.exe utility.

When running the program for the first time or if the program does not find a valid license file, it still runs
but on trial mode. Trial mode cannot be used for engineering production work, it is provided so that the
engineer can review the features supported and learn all the functionalities before placing an order. All
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major features are kept enabled in the trial mode, however, some options are disabled or set to specific
values. Refer to our web page www.tilmanllc.com for limitations of the trial versions of the programs.

Figure 2.1: Program installation setup form

Licensing
The programs you seek to install or have previously installed from TILMAN Engineering Solutions LLC
can be licensed only on the condition that you agree on the licensing terms and conditions. A copy of the
“Program License Agreement” is available in the program’s installation directory on the local machine.
The programs are protected by a web activated licensing system, but they can still run on trial mode in the
absence of a license activation key (See section “Installation Instructions” for additional information
about the limitations of the trial mode).
Online Activation
Follow the instructions below to complete an order and activate the license activation key:
●

Visit https://tilmanllc.com/products and add to cart the program you want to purchase. Proceed to
Checkout.

●

Once the purchase is processed, you will receive an email with a link to download the program and
a license activation key for the products you ordered. The email is sent within the same day if the
order is placed before 9 pm EST or in the next morning otherwise. TILMAN is committed to
respond to all sales and licensing queries 7 days a week.
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●

Once you receive the activation key from TILMAN, run the program you downloaded and go to
Options > Help > Activate License as shown in Figure 2.2. Enter the 12 digits activation key for
your license and click Activate button to start using the program on your machine.

The same activation key can be activated on multiple machines. If you want to use the program on another
machine, run the program from the machine where the program is currently activated and go to Options >
Help > Activate License and click on Deactivate button. Once a license is deactivated on your machine,
you can reactivate it using the same or a different Activation Key. There is normally no need to deactivate
the license unless you want to use it on anther machine.
Offline Activation
Follow the instructions below to activate your license offline if you are not connected to the internet:


This step can be done from any machine connected to the internet. Go to Options > Help >
Activate License, enter activation key for your license and click on Create Request File button
and save as the request file *.req file when prompted.



This step can be done from any machine connected to the internet. Click on Open Activation Page
button and upload the request file you just created; the activation page automatically creates the
license file *.lic that can be downloaded and activated on any machine that is not connect to the
internet.



Run the program from the machine that is not connected to the internet and go to Options > Help
> Activate License and click on Activate Offline and you will be prompted to open the *.lic file
that was generated above and this activates the license on the machine that’s not connected to the
internet.

Figure 2.2: License activation setup form
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Chapter 3

Wall Cracking Tool
About the Tool
Wall Cracking Tool is a sophisticated, yet easy-to-use application that seamlessly connects via API with
CSI software SAP2000® and ETABS®. The tool is started by either clicking on Windows Start Menu >
TILMAN Engineering Solutions LLC > Wall Cracking Tool or by double clicking on the Desktop
Shortcut > Wall Cracking Tool.
An automatic way of practical modeling cracked concrete walls, as required by most concrete design codes,
is not supported in CSI Software. The engineer is left with two choices to determine whether the shear walls
in the model are cracked or not. The engineer can either assume that all walls are cracked or needs to
compare wall vertical stresses with the concrete modulus of rupture for all load combinations to decide
whether walls are cracked or not. The former is an extremely conservative and uneconomical approach.
The latter can be extremely time consuming especially when hundreds of load combinations and walls are
to be checked by post-processing results and manually comparing the stresses. Then the engineer will need
to manually assign the corresponding property modifiers (cracked/uncracked) in ETABS ® GUI which can
also be extremely time consuming. These tasks become even more involved when the model is revised due
a layout change that typically alters the location, dimension, stiffness and the lateral load distribution. All
these tasks are automated in Wall Cracking Tool that can produce fast and efficient cracking analysis results
of the original model or after any change to the original model and assign modifiers to the cracked and
uncracked walls based on the modifiers options selected by the engineer.
In a nutshell the steps the engineer needs to follow to analyze any structure in Wall Cracking Tool are:
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●

Click on Browse button to the folder where CSI software model file is saved and, for each tool,
select the corresponding *.sdb file for SAP2000® and *.edb file for ETABS®.

●

Click on Load Model button, the tool connects with CSI software via API, opens the model and
loads all load combinations available in the model and all shear walls assigned with structural
properties into the GUI of the tool.

●

Select the desired units

●

Go to Options > Preferences to select cracking analysis preferences. Update the input parameters
for wall cracking criteria as applicable to the specific project.

●

Click on Analyze button, where the model will analyze existing model and output a “cracked”
model with corrected cracking modifiers applied. Refer to the Analysis section below for more
information.

●

Display table with the summary of results.

When running the tool for the first time or if the tool does not find a valid license file, it still runs but on
trial mode. See Chapter 2, section “Installation Instructions” for additional information about the
limitations implemented in the trial mode.

The Tool “GUI”
This section discusses the input parameters that can be specified in Imperial or Metric SI units in the tool
GUI. It also presents the features available in the GUI of the tool as shown in Figure 4.1. Items are either
a Menu, Button, Textbox, Listbox and drop down Combobox. Buttons provide "singleclick" access to
commonly used commands. Each of these items is described as follows:
●

File- This textbox is filled by using one of the following: (1) click on Browse EDB button, go the
folder where the model is saved and click open, (2) directly type the file path, or (3) copy/paste the
file path into File textbox.

●

Browse EDB File- Clicking the Browse EDB button displays the Windows Explorer where the
engineer can browse to the folder where the model is located, click on file name with *.sdb
extension and click open.

●

Load Model- This button is disabled until Browse EDB button is clicked and the model file name
becomes available in File textbox. Clicking the Load Model button connects the tool with ETABS®
via API and launches a new instance of the program. When ETABS® model is loaded into the tool,
all load combinations available in the model and wall assigned with structural property are
automatically loaded into the GUI.
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Figure 4.1: Graphical User Interface of Wall Cracking Tool - Select by Groups
●

Cracking Analysis Preferences- This menu can be accessed using Options > Preferences
command after ETABS model is loaded into the tool and the form is shown in Figure 4.2. Default
Modifiers to Use for Cracking Analysis can be set for running the model the first time to evaluate
cracking. The engineer can set membrane modifiers to 1 or keep the model existing modifiers
unchanged. The engineer can also Define Group Names for Cracked and Uncracked Walls that
will be automatically assigned to the cracked and uncracked walls back in ETABS model after the
analysis is completed in the tool.

●

Imperial Units or Metric SI- Click on this combobox to select the units to be used for the input
parameters in the GUI and for the output results. By switching between the units in GUI, the
program will automatically update the input parameters, perform calculations, and report results in
the selected units.

●

Analyze- This button is enabled after Load Model button is clicked and CSI software model data
becomes available in the tool’s GUI. Refer to section below titled “Analysis” for additional
information on the analysis performed by the tool.
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Figure 4.2: Cracking Analysis Preferences
●

Close ETABS- Clicking Close ETABS button will close any ETABS® instance that’s started from
within the tool, disable Load Model button and the rest of the items in the tool. Note that it is
required to browse to open a new model, click Load Model button again to start a new instance so
that the tool can be used.

●

Load Combinations- This listbox is filled after Load Model button is clicked and ETABS® model
is successfully loaded. The mouse can be used to highlight one or more load combination from the
list by using Ctr+click or to click on Select All or Clear Selection buttons as required. If the model
does not contain any load combination, the tool displays a warning message since the tool needs at
least one combination to run. It is important to note that load combinations may be multi-stepped
producing maximum and minimum responses. When running analysis in SAP2000 ® wall cracking
tool, it gets the maximum and minimum value of stresses for each load combination that consist of
response spectrum and time history cases. For ETABS® the behavior is slightly different due to a
current issue in ETABS® API function that retrieves wall stresses. The function does not currently
cover all joint elements created with internal meshing when load combinations include multi-step
loads like, auto seismic, auto wind, response spectrum and time history load cases. To get stresses
at all joints from ETABS® model that may govern the analysis, it is recommended to implement
one of the two workarounds when running ETABS® wall cracking tools: (1) perform
physical/external mesh of walls in lieu of internal meshing. ETABS® default is no meshing for
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walls but if you want to mesh the walls, then you shall not use assign > shell > wall auto mesh
options but use edit > edit shells > divide shells command instead, or (2) define your auto seismic
and auto wind load patterns to be applied in one direction at a time so that their corresponding
combinations with gravity loading become single step and the issue mentioned above no longer
persists. The second workaround does not cover load combinations including response spectrum
and/or time history since they are always multi-stepped. In this case, TILMAN recommends using
the first workaround when such load combinations are present in ETABS ® model.
●

Wall Label (for Stress Check)- This listbox is filled after Load Model button is clicked and
ETABS® model is successfully loaded. The mouse can be used to highlight one or more wall from
the list by using Ctr+click or to click on Select All or Clear Selection buttons as required. Click
on Select button to select and review walls in ETABS® GUI interactively before or after running
analysis for stress check. This listbox contains wall Unique Name, Label, Story, Pier Label and
Reinforcement Ratio in percent Rho(%). The tool gets pier design reinforcement ratio from
ETABS given shear wall design is performed and the reinforcement is to be designed in pier design
overwrites for either Uniform or General Reinforcing methods. Rho is set to 0.25% for wall piers
assigned reinforcement to be checked, piers assigned with Simplified C & T Design, walls with no
pier label assignment and piers with no design available.

●

Select by Groups- Clicking on this button displays the Analysis Group Selection form as shown
in Figure 4.1. The engineer will need to highlight the groups to be added to the selected groups
and click Add button. The walls assigned to the groups will be highlighted in the Wall Label (for
Stress Check) listbox and will be the only walls included in cracking analysis.

●

Design Code- This combobox includes a wide variety of the latest national and international codes
for the automated values of the modulus of rupture for cracked walls. The selectable codes by this
tool are explained in detail in the next section.
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Figure 4.3: Graphical User Interface of Wall Cracking Tool-Explicit Method Modifiers Option
●

Modifiers Options- There are two options to select: (1) user defined modifiers that are based on
the design code (ACI and other codes) are mostly appropriate for seismic design but have been
determined to be very conservative specifically for building response to wind loading; user defined
modifiers need to be inputted by the user and are independent of wall vertical reinforcement and
(2) program calculated modifiers that are based on the explicit method as discussed in the paper
published in ACI Structural Journal V.108, No.6 November-December 2011 titled “Lateral
Stiffness of Concrete Shear Walls for Tall Building by Ahmad Rahimian”. When the program
calculated modifiers option is selected, the user can click on Edit Reinf. button to access the Edit
Reinforcement form shown in Figure 4.3. Wall pier vertical rebar ratios in percent Rho (%) are
used in the calculation of cracking modifiers as part of the explicit method. By default, Rho values
are obtained from ETABS shear wall design output if performed in ETABS otherwise the minimum
ratio Rho of 0.25% is used. In addition, Rho can be directly accessed in the Edit Reinforcement
form, copied and pasted from a spreadsheet or imported from a text file after clicking on Load
Existing Text File… button.
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● Uncracked/Cracked Modifiers- The values entered in these textboxes are part of user defined
option and the recommended membrane modifiers f11, f22 and f12 that will be assigned to the walls
in the model if they are found to be “uncracked/cracked”. A wall is classified as
“uncracked/cracked” when the governing vertical stress S22 is lower/higher than the cracking stress
as determined by the selected code. In most cases, only f22 modifier needs to be changed but this is
left to the engineer to decide and interpret the code accordingly.

● Modifiers Upper/Lower Limits- The values entered in these textboxes are the recommended
limits for the membrane modifier f22 with the explicit method. Program calculated modifiers that
are based on wall vertical reinforcement ratio are always calculated to be between the upper and
lower limits.
●

Wall Cracking Analysis Method- There are two options to select: (1) maximum stress along
thickness and (2) average stress along thickness.

●

Maximum Stress Along Thickness- This stress is the maximum tension value from shell joint
stress S22 at top and bottom face of the shell (along wall thickness). This option works well in the
case of the stress S22 due to in-plane loading is governing while the stress S22 for out of plane
loading is negligible. This option is conservative for walls taking out of plane moment.

● Average Stress Along Thickness- S22 caused by in plane loading is the important component for
wall cracking analysis. In some situations, walls take large out of plane moments causing S22 to
become unrealistically large in tension at one face and compression on the other face of the wall.
By choosing this option, the average stress of S22 from the top and bottom faces is used and
checked versus the modulus of rupture. This option is practical and is typically recommended.

Design Codes
This tool covers a wide variety of the latest national and international codes for the automated values
of the modulus of rupture for cracked walls as shown in Figure 4.4. The selectable codes are given
below:
ACI 318:

fr = 7.5x√(f’c) psi

British BS 8110:

fr = 0.6x√(f’c) MPa

Canadian CSA A23.3:

fr = 0.6x√(f’c) MPa

Eurocode EC 02:
Strength Classes <=C50/60
fr = 0.3x(2/3)√(fc) MPa
Strength Classes >C50/60
fr = 2.12xlog[1 + (f’c) / 10] MPa
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Figure 4.4: Design Codes supported by Wall Cracking Tool
Indian IS 456-2000:

fr = 0.7x√(f’c ) MPa

New Zeland NZS 3101:

fr = 0.6x√(f’c ) MPa

Australian AS 3600 (1):

fr = 0.6x√(f’c ) MPa

Australian AS 3600 (2):

fr = 1.6x0.36x√(f’c ) MPa

Italian NTC 2008:
Strength Classes <=C50/60
fr = 0.3x(2/3)√(fc) MPa
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Strength Classes >C50/60
fr = 2.12xlog[1 + (f’c) / 10] MPa
Turkish TS 500:

fr = 0.6x√(f’c) MPa

Singapore CP 65:
Strength Classes <=C50/60
fr = 0.3x(2/3)√(fc) MPa
Strength Classes >C50/60
fr = 2.12xlog[1 + (f’c) / 10] MPa
Mexican RCDF 2004:

fr = 0.53x√(0.8fc) MPa

In addition, the tool provides textboxes for the input of user-defined modulus of rupture in both Imperial
and Metric SI units equals to: Fcr(psi)=A+Bx√f’c in psi or MPa where A (psi or MPa) and B (unitless) are
constants. This allows the engineer to use either a constant cracking stress (B=0) or a cracked stress as
function of compressive strength (A=0) or a combination of the two.

Analysis
The tool saves the model as with the same name but ending with “_Crack.edb” right after the Analyze
button is clicked leaving the original model unchanged. The tool then runs analysis with all membrane
modifiers assigned to wall objects set to 1 while keeping the rest of the modifiers unchanged. The tool will
then scan over all walls, to determine whether the walls are cracked or not by comparing tensional S 22 stress
from all load combinations included against the modulus of rupture “Fcr”. For user defined modifiers
options, the tool then applies the uncarcked/cracked modifiers to the walls based on whether S 22 is found
less or greater than Fcr, respectively. For program calculated modifiers option (explicit method), the tool
always applies the modifiers calculated based on the stress level, cracking stress, wall vertical rebars ratio,
rebars and concrete modulus of elasticity while enforcing the upper and lower limit as input by the user.
The analysis results are then saved in the selected units and can be accessed from GUI, exported to XML
file or by opening the text file as explained next. The tool GUI displays a status message of Analysis
Complete when the tasks are all completed as shown in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Analysis Complete status in Wall Cracking Tool
It is important to note that it is possible for the engineer to apply modifiers in ETABS® GUI using two
different methods. The first method is to define property modifiers while in wall section property and the
second is to assign modifiers to the wall objects. The above analysis covered by Wall Cracking Tool applies
to the modifiers assigned to the wall objects whereas the modifiers defined at the section levels are left
unchanged. Thus, we recommend that the engineer works on models with default modifiers of 1 for wall
section property definition and assign any property modifiers to the wall objects. This can be conveniently
assigned within ETABS® GUI to multiple walls after being selected by the section name. In this case, when
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the tool loads ETABS® model, performs analysis as mentioned in the previous paragraph and assigns the
membrane modifiers there will not be double counting for cracking modifiers of the walls.
Important Note: ETABS® allows for a total of eight property modifiers to be changed in a wall element.
However, the ones listed above are only recommended to model a cracked wall that’s also in line with most
code requirements. Generally, f22 stiffness modifier is the only one that needs to be assigned, all others are
either going to not affect the in plane behavior or create unrealistically “weak“ walls. Refer to Verification
Example 2 in Appendix A for additional information.

Summary of Results
Wall cracking analysis results become available after the Analyze button is clicked and analysis run is
completed. Summary of results can be displayed graphically while in the tool’s GUI, or exported as XML
file via Options > Summary Results command in Imperial or Metric SI units as shown in Figure 4.6.
The results are automatically saved to a text file that can be found by browsing to the folder where ETABS ®
*.edb model file is saved and opening the text file ending with “_Cracked.txt”. Also, for reference the text
file of the summary of results has a date and time stamp documenting the time when the analysis was
performed. The cracked/uncracked walls are interactively selected in ETABS model when Select
Cracked/Uncracked Walls in ETABS buttons are clicked in the Results Summary form, this is a
convenient way to review the cracking analysis results in ETABS model interface.

Figure 4.6: Results Summary accessible via Options menu in Wall Cracking Tool
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Appendix A

Verification Examples
Example 1
DESCRIPTION
Wall Cracking Tool, compatible with SAP2000® and ETABS®, is checked for the cracking analysis of
shear walls subjected to axial and lateral loading. The shear wall is part of a 10-story building with a floor
to floor height of 12ft. The need of performing explicit stress analysis of shear walls is studied through a
parametric comparison of different analyses: (1) all walls are uncracked (unconservative), (2) all walls are
cracked (extremely conservative), and (3) strict modeling of cracked/uncracked walls based on stress
analysis using two different modifiers options: user defined independent of wall reinforcement and
program calculated explicit method dependent of wall reinforcement and other items as explained next.
By the end of this example, the engineer will have a clear understanding on the importance of strict
modeling of cracking and the practical reasons to use Wall Cracking Tool. Imperial units are selected for
this example.

INPUT PARAMETERS
Wall Geometric Properties:
Height =120 ft
Thickness=12 inch
Length of wall=288 inch
Distance form centroid to extreme fiber=144 inch
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I= 23,887,872 in4
Wall Material Properties:
Concrete compressive strength= 4000 psi
Ec= 3,604,996 psi
G=1,502,081.7 psi
Applied Loading:
100 kips lateral load at top of wall
3.6 kips/ft (self-weight per unit height of the wall= 24ftx1ftx150pcf)

FEATURES VERIFIED
Verification of Wall Crack Tool’s analysis include:
 Comparison of wall stresses with cracked stresses as per ACI 318 code
 Correct application of cracked stiffness modifiers when required
 Two different options for application of modifiers: user defined and program calculated
explicit method

Figure A2.1: ETABS® uncracked model for a shear wall with a display of applied lateral loads and
lateral displacement response (all stiffness modifiers are set to 1)
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ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
Hand calculations and analysis output from both ETABS® and Wall Cracking Tool for ETABS are
compared to study the level of cracking required in shear walls. Specifically, a comparison is presented for:
(1) shear walls with no cracked modifiers, (2) shear walls with user defined cracked modifiers applied to
walls at all story levels, (3) shear walls with strict modeling of cracked modifiers (user defined vs program
calculated) based on stress analysis, and (4) Wall Cracking Tool and its capability for performing a
complete stress analysis followed by an automatic application of stiffness modifiers using two different
options (user defined vs program calculated).
Hand calculations compared with ETABS® output and structural response of an updated model after
using Wall Cracking Tool
1) Assuming all shear walls are not cracked
a) Hand calculation of lateral displacement at top of the wall due to lateral loading using
structural mechanics formulation of a cantilever wall while accounting for both flexural
and shear deformations:
∆=
∆=

+

Eq. 4

(100 ∗ 1000 ∗ (120 ∗ 12)
100 ∗ 1000 ∗ 120 ∗ 12 ∗ 144
+
3(3604996)(23887872)
2 ∗ 1502081.7 ∗ 23887872

∆= 1.15 + 0.04=1.19 inches
b) Lateral displacement at top of shear wall as obtained from ETABS®, with all stiffness
modifiers are set to 1, is presented in Figure A2.1. It is shown that the maximum lateral
displacement is reported equal to 1.1903 inches.
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Figure A2.2: ETABS® cracked model for a shear wall showing lateral displacement response (stiffness
modifiers f22 is set to 0.35)
2) Assuming all shear walls are cracked using 0.35Ig per ACI 318 Section 10.10.
a) Hand calculation of lateral deflection at top of wall due to lateral load
𝑃𝐿
𝑃𝐿𝑐
+
3𝐸𝐼 ∗ 0.35 2𝐺𝐼
1.15
∆=
+ 0.04 = 𝟑. 𝟑𝟐𝒊𝒏
0.35
∆=

b) Lateral displacement at top of the wall as obtained from ETABS®, after assigning stiffness
modifiers for f22 = 0.35 in all walls, is presented in Figure A2.2. It is shown that the
maximum lateral displacement is reported equal to 3.333 inches.
3) Strict calculations of wall stresses to determine the locations at which shear walls need to be
modeled as cracked. User defined cracking modifiers per ACI 318 Section 10.10. where 0.35 Ig
(flexural) are assigned to the walls that have maximum tensile stress S22 higher than 7.5√f’c. Also,
hand calculations for program calculated cracking modifiers (function of wall reinforcement) based
on the explicit method are presented:
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a) User defined modifiers: Hand calculation of maximum axial stresses vs limiting cracking
stress for a load combination of 0.8*Axial load+1*Lateral load:
Axial load at 3rd level =0.8* 3.6Kips/ft*(7 levels*12ft/level) =241.92 kips
Axial load at 4th level =0.8* 3.6Kips/ft*(6 levels*12ft/level) =207.36 kips
Moment due to lateral load at 3rd level =100Kips*84ft=8400 kip-ft
Moment due to lateral load at 4th level =100Kips*72ft=7200 kip-ft
Axial stress at extreme fiber of the wall due to combined loading at 3rd level:
Eq. 5

𝑆

= −

𝑆

=

𝑆

= 70-607.6= -537.6psi (tension)> 7.5√f’c =474psi=> Cracked, F22 modifier =0.35

241.92 ∗ 1000 8400 ∗ 1000 ∗ 12 ∗ 144
−
288 ∗ 12
23887872

Axial stress at extreme fiber of the wall due to combined loading at 4 th level:
𝑆
𝑆
𝑆

𝑃 𝑀𝑐
−
𝐴
𝐼
207.36 ∗ 1000 7200 ∗ 1000 ∗ 12 ∗ 144
=
−
288 ∗ 12
23887872
=

= 60-520= -460 psi (tension) < 7.5√f’c =474psi=> Uncracked, F22 modifier=0.7

b) Program calculated modifiers (explicit method): Hand calculation of cracking
modifiers that depend on wall vertical reinforcement, maximum axial tensile stress,
concrete, rebars’ elastic modulus and the modulus of rupture is shown below:
𝜆=

=

=

.

(1 − 𝜌) + 𝜌

Eq. 6

Fcr=474psi; Es=29000ksi; and Ec=3605 ksi
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% Stiffness Gain

𝜆 = 𝐹 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑟
Level

ft/f’c

𝜌 (%)

Explicit

Method

By Hand (Eq. 6)

User Defined

Explicit Method

Explicit Method

(Wall Cracking Tool)

(Wall Cracking Tool)

vs User Defined

1

0.204

0.47

0.503

0.35

0.503

44%

2

0.171

0.44

0.630

0.35

0.630

80%

3

0.152

0.4

0.738

0.35

0.7

100%

4

0.132

0.34

0.882

0.35

0.7

100%

5

0.113

0.27

1.089

0.7

0.7

0%

6

0.094

0.25

1.409

0.7

0.7

0%

7

0.074

0.25

1.940

0.7

0.7

0%

8

0.055

0.25

2.950

0.7

0.7

0%

9

0.036

0.25

5.413

0.7

0.7

0%

10

0.023

0.25

9.977

0.7

0.7

0%

Table A2.1: Comparison of stiffness modifiers calculated based on hand calculation, user defined and
program calculated (explicit method function of wall reinforcement)

Figure A2.3: Vertical stress S22 due to load combination Comb1=0.8D+1.0Lateral as obtained from
ETABS® model
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c) Vertical stress S22 contours, plotted at wall elevation from ETABS® model, is presented in
Figure A2.3. It is clearly shown from the stress contour plots that all walls below the 4 th
level are cracked while all walls above are uncracked. Table A2.1 shows cracking
modifiers that are dependent of wall reinforcement for the explicit method using both hand
calculations and Wall Cracking Tool and compared with the user defined modifiers that
are independent of reinforcing. Percent gain of stiffness is also reported in Table A2.1
when comparing modifiers from the user defined method vs the explicit method for the
cracked walls.

Figure A2.4: Lateral displacement response of ETABS® model after being run through Wall Cracking
Tool using user defined modifiers (independent of reinforcement)
4) Figure A2.4 and Figure A2.5 show lateral displacement response of ETABS® model after it is
passed through Wall Cracking Tool’s stress analysis using modifiers options of user defined and
explicit method, respectively, after which the tool instantaneously applies the corresponding
modifiers. For this example, user defined modifiers (uncracked= 0.7 and cracked = 0.35) are
applied to the uncracked walls above the 4th level and cracked wall below the 4th level respectively.
An upper limit modifiers of 0.7 are enforced to all walls when the modifier option is based on the
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explicit method. It is shown that lateral displacement at the top of the building is about 2.97 inches
and 1.89 inches, for the user defined and the explicit method, respectively.

Figure A2.5: Lateral displacement response of ETABS® model after being run through Wall Cracking
Tool using modifiers based on the explicit method (dependent of reinforcement)

CONCLUSION
Based on the stress analysis presented above, Wall Cracking Tool results show a good comparison with
the independent results obtained from ETABS® and the hand calculations. It is demonstrated that for the
user defined modifiers options, walls below the 4th level are to be modeled as cracked walls (with f22
modifier of 0.35) while walls above need to be modeled uncracked. In addition, when using Wall Cracking
Tool, the modifiers are automatically and instantaneously assigned to the walls based on selected code
without the need to post-process any results.
Per Figure A2.6, when the model is run with the strict cracking assumptions using the user defined
modifiers, the lateral displacement at the top of the wall is about 2.97 inches that is about 11% less than
the one calculated using the conservative approach (3.33 inches). When the model is run with the strict
cracking assumptions using the program calculated modifiers based on the explicit method, the lateral
displacement at the top of the wall is about 1.89 inches. This is about 43% less than the one calculated
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using the conservative fully cracked approach and 36% less than the lateral displacement from the user
defined options. This difference shows the importance of using the modifier options based on the explicit
method which tends to be more significant on taller buildings.

Figure A2.6: Lateral displacement response of ETABS® model for uncracked, fully cracked and strict
cracking application via Wall Cracking Tool based on user defined modifiers and modifiers from
explicit method.
Figure A2.7 shows multiple plots of the modifiers calculated per Eq.6 for the explicit method with varying
stress level (normalized with compressive strength of 4000 psi for illustration purposes) and different wall
vertical reinforcement ratios. The upper and lower limits are also plotted to show the importance of using
varying modifiers of the explicit method in lieu of the constant user defined modifiers. For this example,
when the tensile stress is between 0.12*f’c and 0.25*f’c, the modifiers from the user defined method must
be taken as 0.35 (cracked) while the modifiers from the explicit method varies between 0.35 to 0.7 which
can be as high as 100% gain in stiffness. Depending on the wall reinforcing ratio and concrete compressive
strength, this gain can be also significant for highly stressed walls.
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λ=F22 Modifier

F22 Modifier vs Normalized Wall Stress ft=S22 w.r.t f'c
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Figure A2.7: F22 modifier using Eq. 6 vs normalized axial tensile stress w.r.t concrete compressive
strength of 4000 psi for different reinforcement ratios.
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